DISCRIMINATING SHORT VOWELS

What are the Sounds of the Short Vowels?
Listen carefully as you say each of the picture words.

Short a
hat                        cap      bat                fan

Short e
net         bed                    bell                      nest

Short i
bib                             pig                     fish                       him
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Short o

pot                      top                    clock                        box

Short u
Try this!

1) Find the word with short a.
   a] feet
   b] flat
   c] fate

2) Find the short e word.
   a] ten
   b] team
   c] man

3) Find the same vowel sound as
   a] sat
   b] sit
   c] wash

4) Find the same vowel sound as
   a] cut
   b] cot
   c] suit

5) Cod has the same vowel sound as frog.
   a] true
   b] false
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